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Abstract
Findings from a study of living

accommodations fcr young people are given in the first
part. Features are identified that are regarded as
important by management and residents. Suggestions are made
as to how user response may be predicted and the responses
of the residents to eight schemes are examined in detail.
Also considered are--(1) the provision for the necessities
of daily living associated with study bedrooms, and (2) the
mere general communal facilities with reference to those
required by young people living away from home. The second
part gives the results cf a survey of residents' experience
.of storage units and furniture in study bedrooms. (RK)
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The first part of this paper gives findings
from a study of living accommodation for
young people. It identifies features
regarded as important by management and
residents, suggests how user response to
accommodation may be predicted, and
examines the responses of the residents
at eight schemes studied in detail. The
paper also considers provision for the
necessities of daily living associated with
study bedrooms, and then more general
communal facilities with reference to those
now required by young people living away
from home.
The second part gives the results of a
survey of residents' experience of storage
fitments and furniture in study bedrooms.
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1 Living accommodation for young people

This article by PHYLLIS ALLEN of the Building Research
Station gives the findings from a study of living
accommodation for young people. It identifies features
regarded as important by management and residents and
suggests means for predicting user responses.
The study falls into two parts: the first deals with residents
and their response to study-bedrooms provided at eight
establishments and the second gives findings on the schemes
as a whole. Provision for the necessities of daily living
associated with study-bedrooms, and more general communal
facilities required by young people living away from home,
are considered.
The study received valuable support from those responsible
for buildings, from user representatives, from past residents
at some schemes and from current residents and this is
gratefully acknowledged

AJ 3f6 (98)
847

Technical study UDC 7211.4

Residential and social buildings

Because of their education, training or work, increasing
numbers of young people now need to live away from their
families or other early homes'. The living accommodation
purposely provided for such single people has been the
subject of a study by the Building Research Station'. The
study forms a natural development from the SAS studies of
family living and of housing for the elderly.
In deciding to study purpose built accommodation it was
not assumed that college, hall of residence, hostel or student
housing is necessarily the best for young people away from
home. In Britain and certain other countries, however, the
practice has developed of providing separate accommoda-
tion for university and other students at community
expense'. This is often of a standard superior to that
obtainable by many wage earners of similar age. Much of
it is expensive in capital, running and maintenance costs
and is dependent on a considerable servicing staff. The
types of provision have been questioned and the supposed
benefits challenged in ',limy quarters'. It therefore seemed
relevant to study examples, and try to provide design
recommendations based on user experience.
Eight schemes were selected for detailed study. All became
available for occupation between 1962 and 1965. They cater
for a variety of types of young people and range in size:
four have seventy to a hundred residents, the rest have
about 150, 200, 300 and 500 respectively (s e table II).
The range of response to questionnaires given to current
wers was from 62-90 per cent, per scheme, with responses
at some of the blocks as high as 100 per cent at one and
96 per cent at others; the average was 80 per cent. The
total number of completed schedules was 1314. The experi-
ence from the eight schemes studied in detail has been
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supplemented by a wide range of background information
from other schemes, and by group discussions.

Residenb
The residents at the eight schemes studied in detail ranged
in age mainly from seventeen to twenty-five years with
only a few older. Of the 1314 respondents a quarter were
women, three-quarters men. Periods of residence, previous
experience and occupations vat ied considerably. The range
is summarised in table I.

Table i Characteristicl of the 1314 resident* at the eight

scheme*

Pe:tentage

Age Mainly 17-25 years, a few older

Sex Women
Men

25
75

Time at scheme Few days or weeks to a year
Second year
Third year or longer

Previous way of
living

First experience away from home
From overseas
Boarding school or other hostel
Lodgings

Over 50
33
15

Over 60
10
12
27

Occupation Apprentices, trainers or in employment 8

Students
first year
second year
third year, postgraduate or part time

30
29 92
33

General characteristics of the eight schemes are given in
table

Table xi Characteristic* of the eight scheme* studied

Young people develop interests and relationships through
their spare time activities. Most respondents when asked
about these indicated things they had done or want .id to do,
but others restricted their replies to activities possible while
at their hostel, hall or college. At seven of the eight schemes
the average number of separate activities listed per respon-
dent was four and these are shown in table iu separately for
men and women, and for town, suburban and country
schemes. There are the expected differences between men
and women on outdoor activities (other than water sports)
and on quiet activities. Only 55 per cent of the women at
the scheme for men and women mentioned quiet activities
as against over 70 per cent at the two schemes for women
only. It is noted that the nurses at two schemes showed
particular interest in water sports. The expected difference
on entertainment is found between respondents from town
and country schemes, but the greater participation of
respondents from both town and suburban schemes in
sound-making activities, and also of those from country
schemes in indoor games and dancing, and in meeting people
at pubs, clubs, and so on are important.

study- bedrooms
Individual rooms may be b Jdrooms intended only for sleep.

ing and directly associated activities and requirements,
rooms for people with special needs, or study-bedrooms for
work and leisure, including reception of visitors*.
At six of the eight schemes, the study-bedrooms are single
rooms; but at two there are also some rooms for two people.

scheme Type of sponsor B uilding

N o of storeys First occupied Dots user Inquiry
sshodulos oomplotod
(number of ashodulos)

Nosoonsot

One
Women's hostel in city suburb mainly for Large voluntary
students of nursing and teaching (seventy- organisation
four in single and double rooms)

Three (part single-
storey)

May 1965 November 1965 (48) 65

Two
Men's hostel in city periphery : more than Large voluntary
half students (207 in single rooms) organisation

Four (with lift)
Three (annexe)

Main hostel 1952, October-November 80

annexe 1957, extension 1965 (181)
to annexe 1963

Three
Men's hostel in town centre (eighty-five in
single rooms)

Large voluntary
organisation

Four 1963 July-August 1985 (59) * 82

Four
University men's hall of residence in city University Grants Sixteen

(161 in singly and double rooms) Committee

1982 November 1965- 90
January 1968 (145)

Five
Three university men's halls of residence in
city suburb (504 in single rooms) Education and Science blocks 85 83

91

Department of Five levels, linked 1964 November 1966 (419) 72

Six
College for men and women in town
suburb (298 in single rooms)

Department of Five levels, linked 1963 May-July 1968 (319)* 68

Education and Science blocks

Seven
Hostel for women nurses and student
nurses in town periphery (eighty-three in Board
single rooms)

Regional Hospital Throe, n t hr.* blocks 1982 May 1966 (77) * 70)
96 87

100 j

Eight
Men's college in village periphery (ninety-
eight in single rooms)

Department of Three storeys: The
Education and Science upper floors of

two blocks

1964 November 1968 (86) 81 188
98f

* Some from past residents
t Response percentages are based upon number of rooms occupied on the night the schedules were distributed
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Table m Favourite spare time activities and hobbies of 895
respondents at seven schemes

Activity percentage intorootod

Water sports, eg
swimming, canoeing
Outdoor games, eg
football, tennis
Other outdoor activities,
eg, athletics, vehicle
driving
Entertainment, so theatre,
cinema, ten-pin bowling
Sound making, playing
musical instruments,
listening 'o records, and
so on
Indoor games, eg table
tennis; and dramatics
and parties
Meeting people in pubs,
clubs, societies
Technical activities
requiring special equip-
ment, eg photography,
dress making, model
making, art
Guilt activities, eg
writing, studying,
knitting, chess, cards

Women Mon Town Suburban Country

22 20 22 18 27

36 41 37 40 36

36 52 62 41 55

19 15 26 16 6

40 34 36 38 29

44 39 38 40 48

14 18 12 16 25

45 24 29 32 35

61 38 38 47 48

Single and &ruble rooms
With increasing numbers of young people wanting accom-
modation and also demands for lower charges, there might
seem a case for more double rooms and smaller rooms.
However young people coming into accommodation provided
for them expect room standards higher than those they are
prepared to accept in lodgings and flatlets that they find for
themselves. This is not surprising. There is strong support
for single rooms in schemes of purpose built accommodation.
Manngement arguments in favour include administrative
convenience, but also that financial savings on double rooms
tend to be less than expected, especially for schemes giving
a full catering and housekeeping service. The arguments
from young residents in favour of single rooms show that
the single room stands for privacy, independence, self-
respect and a proper appreciation of one's importance.
Privacy implies being able to get on with one's own activities,
coming and going as one wishes, without questioning from
others.
Arguments in favour of double rooms receive only limited
support from young people and from management who see
advantages if additional income is needed and there is a
heavy local demand for rooms, or if there are strong pres-
sures to increase capacity at particular establishments.
Only rarely is the argument presented by residents that
sharing a room is a good way to make a friendship or to
improve one's powers of social adaptation. There is increas-
ing difficulty in letting double rooms. If a central divider
has been provided in a double room, this seriously deters
letting as a single room. Young people who have to share
room expect a considerable rent reduction (more than the
£5 reduction on a session fee of £130 for a scheme giving
weekday but not weekend catering and housekeeping
services for example) to compensate them for the incon-
venience, and because they do not see why the management
(or landlord) should benefit financially from this.
Of the respondents sharing double rooms, only 34 per cent
of men and 21 per cent of women found favourable aspects.
When respondents at four schemes (schemes five to eight of
table LI, 901 respondents) were asked if they would share,

Table iv Room sharing response

849

Opinion Poramitago

Woman Mon

Sharing double rooms and finding favourable aspects 21 34

Occupying single rooms, but might consider sharing 6 10

In addition
Might consider allowing friend to live in 2 1

Not willing to share 90

only 10 per cent of men and 6 per cent of women replied
`yes'. Results are given ;n table iv.
For room sharing to work well, there should be a consider-
able range of choice of room companion, the choice and any
subsequent change should be in the hands of residents and
management should accept some under-occupation of shared
rooms. Quite apart from this however it seems a basic
responsibility, at least for publicly sponsored accommoda-
tion; to provide some spare capacity for emergencies and
special demands.

Room shape and size
At the preliminary stages of thinking about designing a new
hostel, hall, college or student housing scheme, the alterna-
tives for room shape, and for variation in room size may
seem considerable. Once a building is constructed however,
shape and size frequently determine the lighting, heating,
and furnishing of rooms and, how they can be used.
Young people are becoming well informed about the possi-
bilities of designing and furnishing individual rooms; this
is owing to shop window displays, special furniture exhibi-
tions, the press, radio, television, and school and home
influence, and is in ?narked contrast to their lack of know-
ledge on the costs of providing and running buildings as a
whole. Thus, they are most critical on design, equipment or
servicing inefficiencies.
Their training and other interests demand technical com-
petence and they expect to find this also in the design and
equipment of their rooms. They dislike waste of space, in
particular waste around or in storage units. They accept and
like compactness in many ways; but they require space for
movement, and for their possessions, especially putting-
down space for possessions, and space for display. In their
study-bedrooms young people want to be able to move
around with ease, and many of them also want to be able to
shift the position of table or desk, and of a bed or divan,
often just to change the look of a room. Personal space and o,
personal room are important. It should be possible for young
people to make their rooms reflect their personalities and
tastes.
The study-bedrooms at the eight schemes all have individual
wash basins fitted, and the majority also have a built-in
storage fitment. Storage fitments and furniture are the
subject of a separate articles. The entry, the storage fitment
and the wash basin compartment together usually take up
the full width of the rooms on the corridor side. The excep-
tions to this arrangement are those in which the wash
basin and built-in storage fitment form part of a partition
wall. The latter arrangement cannot be recommended.
Typical single rooms of the eight schemes have 96 sq ft
(8,9m2) to 144 sq ft (13,4m2) floor area. Thus the largest
rooms are one-and-a-half times the size of the smallest
rooms in floor area.
Studies of office buildings show that the best depth of room
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from the standpoint of daylighting seems about 1 lft 0 12ft
(3350mm to 3660mm)." Because study-bedrooms are
used for other purposes as well as office type activities, the
room depth could be somewhat greater-say up to 15ft
(4570mm), bearing in mind that the desk can usually be
near the window. Room widths at the eight schemes are
from 8ft to 12ft (2400min to 3660mm), but the latter width
is exceptional, and the more usual width of the larger rooms
is 9ft 9in (3000mm). At some of the schemes the windows of
the study - bedrooms occupy the full width of the room.
The eight F ohemes have floor to ceiling heights from 7ft 6in
to 9ft 6in (228Imm to 2900mm). .,V,cording to the typo of
construction in new work, three floor to ceiling standardised
heights are expected: 7ft 61in, 7ft 84in and 7ft 104in
(230(1r.zii, 2350mm and 2400mm.)7 These heights are lower
than some of the floor to ceiling heights of those study-
bedrooms. Lower ceiling heights may affect response to
room shape and size, but within the dimensions considered
here, it is expected that study-bedrooms with the proposed
standardised heights should be satisfactory for young people.
The respondents' experience at schemes four to eight on the
size of the study-bedrooms and their adequacy for student
use is shown in table v. Particularly satisfactory students'
rooms are marked*.

Table v Single rooms for students

Approx Effective
floor area floor area
(wall to (amount
wall taken up
measure- by fixtures
ments) deducted)

User
response,
room size
satisfactory

Room size (width x depth)

sq ft m'
12,5 135 10,9

12,1 130 10,3

11,6 125 9,9

sq ft Percentage m m
117 87 2970 x 4270

(231 people or
at two 2740 x 4570
schemes)

111 92
(419 people
at one scheme)

107 94 28170 x MOO

(396 people or
at two 2140 x 377,0
schemes)

ft /In
9ft 9in x 14ft
Or

9ftx 15ft

2070 x 4500 8ft 9in x 14ft 9in

9ft 5in x 13ft 41in
Or
9ft x 12ft 41int

*See text
t llsq ft off the room

If a single room size is required for standardised construc-
tion, one of these might be considered according to the size
and shape of room desired. It is important to achieve a
balance giving users space for movement, yet not saddling
schemes with capital and running costs heavier than they
need be for the type of use and user. It is the proportions as
well as the actual size, with their windows, placing of doors,
fitments and furniture that make these rooms so acceptable
for studeat working and living.
However not all young people living away from home are
students; and some prefer to spend less money on their
living accommodation. Single rooms of 75 sq ft (6,97m2) floor

area are known to be acceptable as bedrooms for young
people in family housing where use is restricted to sleeping
and directly associated activities2. Also 75 sq ft (6,97m2) has
proved acceptable for young people in communal accommo-
dation for limited leisure activities where the privacy of a
single room is associated with promotion from sharing a
room with others. With rooms over 75 sq ft (6,97m2) but less

than 90 sq ft (8,36m2), no administrator reported these sizes

as satisfactory for study-bedrooms or other work and leisure
use, but at one scheme, a hostel for both young men and
women, rooms of 90. sq ft (8,36m2) are reported by hostel

staff as satisfactory for these students. Other experience of
rooms of 90 sq ft (8,36m2) shows thes,, to be too tight for
young people with many interests and spare time activities.
Table vi shows a range of choice of single room sizes for
young people of the fifteen to twenty-four age group as a
whole.
Some young people, when first away from home and coming
to a general hostel rather than to one directly associated
with an educational or training course, may be better off in
their first few weeks in a room with two or three others of
about the same age. About one in ten young people may be
prepared to share longer, but only if the advantages includ-
ing the financial benefit, seem worthwhile to them. In an

Table vi Range of choice of single room sizes for young
people generally

Floor area (wall to wall Circumstances of choice
measurements)

m' sq ft

8,83 95 Short stay, special circumstances, single girl's
first time away from home

9,75 105 Economic, generally acceptable by younger
people

10,22
11,15
11,61
12,07

110
120
125
130

General use, students of any year and younger
staff members

12,54 135 Need not be larger for most users

Staff members also need a separate sitting-room or general purpose living-room
where they can entertain students and other guests

emergency more may respond to requests for room sharing.
but not more than one in five should be expected to do so,
Rooms of 195 sq ft (18,12m2) floor area (178 sq ft (16,54m2)
effective floor area) were found satisfactory as double rooms
by as many as 97 per cent of those using them at scheme
four. It seems that if only half this floor area-say 90 sq ft
to 100 sq ft (8,36m2 to 9,29m2) net or gross-can be afforded
per person, a special user study of the type of young person
and the categories of activity should be made to see how
best to allocate the space.

Other features of provision in study-bedrooms
Artificial lighting User response on adequacy of artificial
lighting varied with provision. Results are given in table vii.

Table vii Artificial lighting in study-bedrooms

Room size
(ft')

Capacity of
electric light
bulbs

User response

m' sq ft watts

10,3 111 160 Residents tended to rearrange bulbsto suit
235 themselves

11,61 125 235 94 per cent satisfied
250

12,10 130 140 59 per cent satisfied, others tended to
12,54 135 increase capacity of light bulbs

Managements of hostels, halls and colleges do not usually
take kindly to residents who increase the capacity of lighting
provided in study-bedrooms. Where users had some freedom
in this respect, the bulbs for a ceiling light might be 60watts,
100watts or 150watts according to user preference, type and
capacity of lighting fixture to the mirror above the wash
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basin, and number of portable lamps the user had obtained.
The bulbs for reading lamps showed a similar capacity range,
Electrical socket outlets User response on provision for socket
outlets in study-bedrooms similarly varied with provision.
Responses are shown hi table vitt.

Table viii Socket outlets in study-bedrooms

Socket outlets User response (percentage
satisfied)

(a) One 2amp
(b) One 2amp and one 13amp
(c) As (b) and also two wall lights (no
ceiling light) and acceptable light to
mirror over wash basin

44
66
94

Heating Results showed 90 per cent of the students at two
schemes having radiators with individual controls found
these adequate. More detailed results are summarised in
tabia Ix.

Table ix Room heating in study-bedrooms

Provision User response (percentage
satisfied)

(a) Radiators without individual controls
Radiators with minimal individual

control, and well fire on prepayment meter
(c) Radiators with acceptable individual
control
(d) As 1,0) with an electric wall fire with
time switch and not on prepayment meter

63
70

90

96

Noise
Noise transmission within a hostel can be an intractable
problem. The remarkably high proportion of 82 per cent of
nurses and student nurses at scheme seven found the sound
reduction of noise from other rooms adequate with one
partition of 9in (228mm) and the other of 41in (114mm)
brick. At schemes where partitions were of 3in (76mm)
hollow clay blocks, one-third only of the students and other
respondents found the sound reduction adequate. At
scheme four, noise from the lift was especially disturbing.

Priorities
On the experience of this study, artificial lighting provision
in study-bedrooms for students and young workers likely to
be engaged on close work, and to have intensive periods of
concentration, should be brought up to current recom-
mendations of good practices. This is the most urgent
requirement.
Noise inadequacies are less easily dealt with, but improve-
ments would be to provide resilient floor coverings or sound
absorbent ceilings in corridors and other areas giving direct,
access to study-bedrooms, and to ensure that moving parts
such as latches, locks and hinges of doors are adjusted and
maintained so that they can be used silently. The ratio of
doors to floor area for this type of accommodation demands
this special attention.
Ii small items th 4- cause annoyance and strain are dealt
with adequately, .te_nsions can be reduced. There is then the
possibility of a better understanding of some of the larger
issues of growing up, and of living with other people in a
community.

Necessities of daily living associated with study-bedrooms
Provision for the necessities of daily living associated with
study-bedrooms is considered and then the more general
communal facilities provided in hostel, hall of residence, or
college, with those now required by young people9. Manda-
tory requirements for housing10, and cost limits and other
guidance for student residences, should of course be noted.

851

Sanitary facilities
In all eight schemes, wash basins were provided in the
study - bedrooms. The investigation shows that other sanitary
facilities at the rate of 1 we and 1 bath to six people= can be
satisfactory if, as with nurses and student nurses on shift
duties. not all residents haxre similar timetables. The internal
circulation of the hostel should allow flexibility in sharing
nearby facilities. These should be fairly easily accessible
either on the same or an adjacent floor. Where residents
have nearly similar timetables, one we to four people is
desirable. Showers can be used partly as an alternative and
partly to supplement provision of baths. However, it seems
common for shower installations to develop faults; special
care is required in the design, use and maintenance of
shower places, and in choice of equipment. Examples of
satisfactory arrangements include suites of two, three or
four study-bedrooms with their own bathroom and we, all
off an individual lobby and entrance door; and also a shower
and we between pairs of rooms. Access areas to shared
facilities are, in fact, meeting places. Access and facilities
should be conveniently arranged and of pleasing appearance,
as well an maintained in good order. Provision for residents
should be supplemented by we provision for day staff and
for visitors. Use by residents of this supplementary we
provision should be expected.
Some young business and professional people are prepared
to pay for individual facilities. Some schemes are known
in which this has been arranged satisfactorily, with flats or
flatlets integrated with groups of study-bedrooms having
shared facilities.
Wes of 2ft 74in x 4ft Thin (800mm x 1410mm) and
2ft 6in x 5ft (0760mm x 1520mm), and bathrooms of 5ft x
6ft 6in (1520mm x 1980mm) floor area have proved
satisfactory in size for most users (these are the same
dimensions as obtain in housing).

Residents' kitchen utility rooms and kitchen common-rooms
The minimum need is for a kitchen utility room of floor area
40 sq ft to 70 sq ft (3,72m2 to 6,50m2) for preparing hot
snacks, drinks and other limited domestic requirements for
each group of eight to ten residents.
A more desirable provision is a kitchen common-room for
preparing and serving light meals and hot drinks and as a
place for odd jobs and social activity. For this type of room
there is a range of possibilities, with rooms 90 sq ft to
100 sq ft (8,36m2 to 9,29m2 per group of four up to eight or
nine residents; or 150 sq ft to 200 sq ft (13,94m2 to 18,58m2)
per group of twelve to eighteen residents. Such rooms can be
used at all times and are likely to become increasingly
needed.
With each of these two types of provision it is assumed that
main meals are available in a central dining-room or refec-
tory. Where, however, residents are regularly or solely
dependent on their own resources for preparation of their
main meals as, for example, at weekends at a scheme without
a dining-hall, or in student housing schemes, a third type of
provision is appropriate. A kitchen common-room
adequately equipped per group of ten to twelve residents as
a maximum would then be advised. For this purpose and
for this maximum number of residents, kitchen common
rooms of 200 sq ft to 250 sq ft (18,58m2 to 23,23m2) are
needed.
For each of the three types of provision, rooms should be
attractively designed, reasonably well equipped, and have a
management committee of elected user representatives.
Kitchen common-rooms will not be substitutes at colleges
and universities for junior common-rooms. Kitchen common-
rooms serve household groups for the necessities of daily
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living. But they also serve a social and educational purpose
that will help to show up residents suitable for responsi-
bilities within the hostel and elsewhere.

Development of household groups
At some of the eight schemes, and at many others visited
during the course of the station's study, there has been
evidence to show that both management and residents would
welcome means whereby, at traditional hostels, halls and
colleges, residence facilities could be broken down into
smaller groups. Groups of four, six, nine and twelve study-
bedrooms or even more, with their sanitary facilities and
kitchen common-rooms as found among the eight schemes,
and with also their own lobby and entrance door, would give
household groups that could in part solve some current
administrative problems at existing schemes, and also, at
least in part, meet the requirements expressed by those
advocating student housing schemes in contrast to tradi-
tional hostels and halls of residence. To provide the house-
hold facilities the investigation shows to be desirable, it may
be necessary to give up one or two study-bedrooms per
floor, wing, or staircase of a building in order that a con-
venient residents' kitchen common-room and private lobby
entrance may be provided. Such arrangements could relieve
many of the tensions now evident in existing hostels and
halls of residence because of domestic staff shortages,
financial difficulties and imbalance between original provi-
sion and current demand. The essential factor to make such
arrangements work well is full participation of residents
through elected representatives in management, including
costing. There are no ideal sizes' for such household groups,
but twenty-five persons seems a maximum. Size would
depend on distribution of sanitary facilities and kitchen
common-rooms, and on other local circumstances.

Some special features of hostels, halls and colleges
Dining-halls
Because of the set times of starting and finishing meals,
dining-hall service is one of the most controversial aspects
of living in hostel, hall or college. At three of the eight
schemes studied in detail, formal dinner was a regular event
three or four evenings each week. Two other schemes also
had waitress service; residents sat at small tables and form-
ality was minimal. At one scheme, there was family service
where students waited on each other, and at the two other
schemes 'cafeteria' service. The dining-halls were not
necessarily in the same building as the study-bedrooms, and
at two schemes provision was part of facilities for other
users such as other hospital staff or day students. Other
experience obtained during the station's study suggests that
the formal dinner by invitation for a proportion of students
at a time, with visitors, has much to commend it, so that
each student may have possibly three to six formal dinners
a term. These specially arranged occasions can then have a
flexible timetable and conversation can continue after the
meal is finished.
Dining-halls and their kitchens are expensive in capital and
running costs and need to be fully used. An informed user-
staff management committee is required to facilitate
arrangements according to local circumstances. Thus, at
one of the eight schemes, the hostel meals service provided
mid-day catering for town workers. Letting-off the dining-
hall and kitchens to commercial management might well be
considered at some schertic..,, especially where kitchen
common-rooms for main meals are seen to be the residents'
need.

Common-rooms
Common-rooms are also a special feature of hostels, halls
and colleges. These vary markedly in provision and use at
the eight schemes studied ii. detail. In general, where there
is more than one common - room; there is scope for a better
distribution of the space. Scheme four is nearest to student
housing with its one small common-room used also for
television 13ft x 38ft 6in (3960mm x 11730mm). The
common-room as distinct from the foyer at scheme six is
four times as large; 74ft x 25ft, (2256mm x 7620mm).The
common-room at scheme seven is used for training purposes
in this student nurses' residence, and the common-rooms at
scheme five vary in size between the halls and according to
whether they are used for television or for general purposes.
These rooms at the eight schemes are attractively designed
and make pleasant places for a wide range of use. At
schemes six and eight, the two colleges, the foyer common-
rooms are used daily by over 90 per cent of the respondents,
but the common-rooms at scheme five only by 28 per cent,
and at scheme seven by 2 per cent.
At all schemes, occasions may occur where a room is needed
for a special gathering. This should be within the hospital
or college rather than part of residence.
A foyer common-room however has much to commend it,
especially if it is so designed and furnished that residents
find they can have private conversations with business and
other visitors whom they do not wish to invite to their group
kitchen common-rooms, still less to their study-bedrooms.
For hostels of fifty or more residents, a foyer common-room
500 sq ft (46,45m2) floor area may be desirable, designed
and furnished so that a range of use can be achieved, but a
hostel of 120 to 150 residents might need 750 sq ft to
1000 sq ft (69,68m2 to 92,90m'). The important features
however are Shape, furnishing, movable furniture and
lighting, to give flexibility in arrangement and use rather
than the actual floor size. The extent of need of this pro-
vision will depend upon the relationship between the resi-
dential accommodation and amenities available in its
immediate vicinity.

Indoor games and music facilities
At scheme two, the games room is off the common-room;
these rooms are 28ft x 36ft (8530mm x 10970mm) and
56ft x 36ft (17070mm x 10970m4and can be used as a
single room. At scheme three, there are club facilities for
local youth activities. At scheme four, there are games
facilities in other buildings near by. At scheme five, there is
one games room for the three halls, and although it is used
by fewer respondents than any of the facilities individually
provided for each nail (ie by only 56 per cent of respondents)
it is considered to be the major weakness of the halls' provi-
sion. Possibly this comparative lack of use is due to hope-
lessnesswith one dart board, and one table-tennis table for
over 500 residents. Indoor games facilities had still to be
provided at scheme six, and there was no provision at
scheme seven. At scheme eight, a games room is in a
separate building.
Scheme three has a gymnasium as part of the club facilities;
this amenity is well used, and much appreciated, but it
would have been better if it had been in a separate building.
When the gymnasium is used by vigorous young men the
whole of the hostel knows!
At scheme eight there are both badminton and squash courts
used respectively by one-third and half of the respondents.
It is not possible to provide amenities of this type for many
individual schemes, and linking with other local amenities
and local players is desirable.
Linking the evidence of the schemes with the activities listed
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in table III in the earlier part of this report, it seems that at
any scheme, a games room for table tennis, darts, and so on
and a music room for beat groups, orchestra and individual
practice should be available within walking distance. Most
of the schemes studied lacked adequate facilities for music
making.
Where a new room has to be provided for table tennis and
so on a floor area of 1000 sq ft (92,90m2) can be used as an
initial basis for estimating, but much will depend on local
circumstances. The siting of these rooms is of major import-
ance, not only to avoid noise nuisance, but also so that
access areas can be attractively designed and easily
maintained.

Some general facilities
Reception
Reference has already been made to the value of an attrac-
tive foyer. There should be an attractive reception area at
all schemes. Where this is sited, and how it is manned, will
depend upon the relationship between residence and other
provision. Ideally, a hostel reception should be kept manned
at all reasonable times, either by staff, or staff supplemented
by residents. If the latter, there is much to be said for this
being on a payment basisrather than by volunteers or an
enforced duty rota. This is a point for consideration of the
staff/residents hostel management committee.

Telephones
User response on telephone provision at any scheme is
associated with the extent to which there is full time, as
distinct from office hours, reception, porter, or any service,
available to deal with incoming calls. A reception service for
incoming calls is needed at all schemes; this can be linked
with the entrance reception. Such a service is of special
importance for nurses and others whose duties prevent them
being called to an instrument to take incoming calk when at
work; for those who have shifts liable to frequent time table
changes; and for those who are not ,available when their
friends are norma' y free. Hostel, hall or college inter-
communication fat ,iities (telephone type, not loudspeaker)
are desirable linked with the reception office service, possibly
in the first instance to provide a link to all kitchen common-
rooms. Such an arrangement is usually restricted to the
receipt of incoming calls from the national telephone service,
outgoing calls being through coin box instruments.
Respondents at schemes five, six and eight reported five per
cent with daily telephone use, but use varies with circum-
stances, special functions and other special events. It is not
surprising that daily telephone use should be as high as
30 per cent of respondents from the nurses at scheme seven
because of changes of shift duties, night duties and week-end
work. At all eight schemes over three-quarters of the students
had some telephone use, and no use came only from 10 per
cent of respondents at schemes five, six and eight.
Instruments need much better acoustic protection than the
acoustic shields now provided to give user privacy and
avoidance of noise disturbance. Choice of position for instru-
ments can help to prevent noise disturbance, but one out of
three coin box instruments should be in a fully enclosed
soundproof kiosk.
There were not enough instruments for outgoing calls at all
schemes studied. The scale of provision of coin box instru-
ments to be aimed at could be one for each kitchen common-
room or household group. A more immediate target could be
one for each group of twenty-four to thirty residents. It may
be more convenient if several prepayment installations are
sited together near scheme entrances, and others in large
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hostels at least in pairs. Provision should be related to near-
by public facilities, and staff may be willing to offer use of
their private telephones for special needs.
Telephone requirements vary, but looking ahead, use can be
expected to increase with improvement in the national
telephone service. It is noted, for example, that in some
schemes in North America, individual instruments are
provided in study-bedrooms. These may be limited to use
for incoming calls; rooms are often for two people and there
can be consequent disturbance.

Laundry
The response to provision of laundry facilities is to some
extent associated with location of schemes. Schemes one and
three have commercial launderettes conveniently near.
While the women students at scheme one find it difficult to
raise the money for the commercial launderette, most of the
young busineso and professional men at scheme three, with
a sensible arrangement whereby two men take the washing
for three, find the expense of the commercial launderette no
problem. At almost all schemes with special equipment for
the washing and drying of clothes there were comments on
the inadequacies of the equipment, and the frequency with
which the machines went wrong. From the background
information, it would seem that commercial provision of
mechanical equipment at least at large hostels might be
worth while, as well as drip-dry facilities above washbasins
in study-bedrooms. The largest laundry rooms provided at
the eight schemes were 130 sq ft (12,08m2) at scheme six,
and 144 sq ft (13,38m2) at scheme eight; these sizes were
satisfactory. At scheme four, the washing machines were
used weekly by 70 par cent of the respondents.
Drying facilities for wet outdoor clothing and footwear are
essential, and the most satisfactory arrangements are thos.i
incorporated with the sanitary facilities, but so that the
possibility of theft is minimal.

Television
The differences in the daily use of the room with television
betweer schemes four and five (20 per cent) and schemes
six to eight (4 per cent) of the eight schemes studied in detail
are in some respects related to the provision. At scheme
four, the television is in the one and only common-room at
entrance level of a sixteen-storey block. At scheme five, the
television is in common rooms that are also passageways,
and therefore if the programme attracts it is easy to pause
and look. At schemes one to three and six to eight, residents
have to go to special rooms to view television. Looking
ahead, it is expected that kitchen common-rooms may have
their own rental television sets. Regular use for special
feature viewing can be expected; and some of the more
useful of these tend to be given lite in the evening.

Other facilities
Two other general facilities required by residents are an
odd-job room for dirty jobs, and space for vehicle parking
and vehicle attention.
Adequate attention to refuse disposal and other house-
keeping requirements is essential at all schemes. These
aspects of community living will increase their impact on
residents as schemes for student housing develop.

Schemes as a whole
User satiendion
Earlier it has been suggested how existing schemes of
hostels, halls and colleges might be made into household
groups, and so become more like some of the current propo-
sals for student housing. It is however necessary to give the
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response to living at the eight schemes as they were at the
time when studied. Most of the accommodation was ot..cu-
pied by young people who applied, and were accepted (either
direetly or indirectly through college or other training
acceptance) for these examples of purpose built accommo-
dation.
Of the respondents at the eight schemes given detailed study
85 per cent considered their living acconunodation met

most of their needs. The response varied between men
(83 per cent ) and women (94 per cent ) and between schemes
(one. six and two, having 98, 96, and 94 per cent). Eleven
per cent (men 14 per cent, women 1 per cent ) qualified their
response. Three per cent (men 2 per cent. women 4 per cent)
were not satisfied, the highest of these being 13 per cent of
the nurses and student ne;ses at scheme seven.
Unless the reason for !;ving in purpose built accommodation
is satisfactory. response to the living accommodation is
unlikely to he satisfactory. So far as the station's study
could ascertain there are no reasons why the great majority
of young people at each of the eight schemes should not
have been satisfied with their purpose in staying there. It is
therefore reasonable to assess any adverse response accord-
ing to features of the schemes, and not to career or related
factors. At scheme seven, where there is the highest propor-
tion of residents not satisfied with the accommodation.
when they were asked to state their choice of accommoda-
tion where their training permitted. as many as 42 per cent
of the student nurse= i1 specified staying in the hostel. and of
second and third year students and trained nurses, almost
50 per cent opted for remaining in this hostel. Of the 824
respondents at schemes five, six and eight, some 40 per cent
gave comparable favourable answers on the advantages of
continuing to live there.
The investigation did riot set out to cover costs, and no
specific recommendations can therefore be made. What
information was available suggested that there is a very
wide range in the cost of what is for practical purposes very
similar accommodation and that the circulation space and
provision of ancillary facilities can be more important in
their influence on cost than the study-bedrooms and their
equipment.
Table xix shows the costs of five schemes in terms of cost
per resident. General satisfaction is not related to cost.
(The first four schemes are reasonably comparable; scheme
six includes other buildings in the cost, which is consequently
much higher in proportion.)

Table x
schemes

Cost per young person residentfive sample

Sample
scheme

Cost per young person
resident, 1U3 prices (t)

Percentage of residents
generally satisfied

Two 1190 annexe 94
Three 1290 83
Saxon 1704 82
Four 1989 72
fix 2607 96

It is the experience of this study that the great majority of
young people living away from parental or other family
homes can benefit by experience of the ways of living
considered in this investigation, as well as by student
housing and other ways where some will take more direct
responsibilities. Changes in ways of living for young people
should be part of the normal progress of the development
and enjoyment of living for single as well as for married
people of fifteen to twenty-four years of age.
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HOSTEL USER STUDY
2 Storage fitments and furniture in
study bedrooms

This article is an extension of the research reported in Hostel
user study: 1 Living accommodation for young people [(98)]
AJ 17.4.68 in which lighting of stwly-bedrooms, coats and
other topics were discussed. This second article covers
experience of storage fitments and furniture in the same
schemes of hostels, halls and colleges. It was written by
PHYLLIS ALLEN C/8 part of a aerie? of studies of living
accommodation for young people carried out by the Building
Research Station, and is published by permission of the
director
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Technical study UDC

Spaces, fixtures: Residential buildings

In this study nine schemes are examined it detail. It seemed
desirable to treat the scheme with the annexe as twoschemes
for the purpose of storage fitments and furniture.. The nine
schemes are identified by numbers according to the volume
of totally enclosed storaie spacescheme one having the
least and scheme nine the most. In most schemes single
study-bedrooms are provided but two schemes have some
double rooms as well. All the study - bedrooms have fitted
washbasins and there is either a separate wardrobe or

2,450
window

3, b50

desk

wardrobe

chair

wash
sin

chair

wall hung
bookshelves

1 Typical study-bedroom (I2ft x 8ft). scheme one: for
details of wardrobe see 10. Dimensions on plans are metric.
Imperial dimensions are given in captions
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built-in fitment as the main storage unit. Open shelving and

a desk with drawers are also provided, and in four schemes

a bedside table. Room layouts are shown in 1 to AU

storage fitments and furniture are made of wood.

bookshelves

1,800
window

3,750

!Scheme two (12ft 3in x 9ft 3in): for details of wardrobe

see 11

2,500
1....11 window

desk

chair

bed

service... __
ducts

ri1- --wash basin

I

storage
fitment

shelves
and
cupboard

3 Scheme three (13ft 4in x 8ft 3in) : for details of storage
fitment and adjacent high level storage see 12 (which shows

fitment for handed layout

bookshelves

storage
fitment

wash
basin

4 Scheme four (l oft x 9/5) : for details of storage fitment

see 13. Note that high level atoraje extends above door and

basin

-4-
window

bookshelves

electric
wall fire

2,700

chair
choir

window

desk

bed

storage
fitment

wash
basin

4,500

Scheme five (14ft 9in x 8ft 9in): for details of storage

fitment are 14 (which shows fitmen. for handed layout with

high level storage above basin)
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4,100

Scheme six (13ft 4in x 9ft 5in): for details of storage
fitment see 15

3,750
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window

wide sill

divan bed

bedside
cupboard

chair E desk

storage
fitment

I

shelf
mantle

above
electric
wall fire

fiet.in
wag shelf

7 Scheme seven (12ft 4in x 9ft) : for details of storage
fitment see le (which shows fitment for handed layout with
high level stomp above basin)
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$ Scheme eight (12ft x 9ft): for details of storage fitment
see 17 (which show* fitment for handed layout with high
level storage above basin)

bookshe
and
cupboard
unit

window
2,970

chest
(seat)

bedside
table

storage
fitment

wash
basin

Scheme nine (14ft x 9ft 9in): for details of storage
fitment see 1$

4,270
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Main storap units
The main storage units in the studybedrocms, measured
internally, rang© in size from widths of lft 101in \`o 4ft
(57'hnm to 1220mm), depths from lft 4lin to 2ft (430min to
610mm) and areas at floor level from 2ft Sin to 8 mg ft
0,21m2 to 0,74m2) 10 to 1$.
For hanging clothes there are rail runs from lft 51in to 4ft
(445mm to 1220mm). At some schemes these art almost
equally shared between the main length for clothes hanging
giving from 4ft 4in to Mt 6in (1320mm to 1676mm) drop
and a reduced length from 2ft Sin to aft 6in (686mm to
1067mm) drop, together giving a volume from 10 en ft to
36 cu ft (0,28m to 1,02m3).
The volume of hanging capacity is calculated from the
hanging rail to the bottom of the hanging space. Drawers
and/or shelves below the reduced length of hanging space

in some schemes providing
12 cu ft (0,7m3 to 0,34m3).
of drawers or shelves is
is to have a full height,

are built-in within the main unit
storage capacity from 2i cu ft to
As an alternative a loose set
feasible. Another arrangement
stack of shelves and/or drawers to the side of the hanging
space but within the main unit.
For shoe storage the base of the clothes hanging space is
usually enough, but at one scheme shoe rails have been

t
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12 Storage fitment, scheme three
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Table I Storage capacity provided in the atudybedroome

Scheme Type of main unit Capes Hy of main unit Total St WWI
than desk

in room other

Hanging
on' (au ft)

Drawers and
shelves
on' (eu ft)

Total.
on' (eu ft) Area

ms (NI ft)
Volume
oni (eu ft)

One Loose wardrobe 0,28 (10) 0,07 (21) 0,47 (161) 1,12 (12) 0,51 (18)

Two Loose wardrobe 0,31 (11) 0,33 (11/) 0,64 (221) 1,63 (171) 0,64 (221)

Three Floor to selling built-in fitment with
180mm (Gins plinth

0,51 (18) 0,11 (4) 0,86 (30i) 1,77 (19) 1,02 (36)

Four Floor to selling built-in fitment with Gin
plinth

0,38 (131) 0,34 (12) 1,07 (371)t 2,14 (23) 1,08 (38)

Five Floor to selling built-in fitment 0,51 (18) 0,07 (21) 1,19 (42) 2,42 (26) 1,23 (431)

Six Built-in fitment, boarded in above 1,02 (36) 0,21 (71) 1,23 (431) 1,90 (201) 1,36 (48)

Seven Floor to selling built-in fitment 0,65 (23) 0,23 (8) 1,28 (451) 3,16 (34) 1,36 (48)

Eight Floor to sailing built-in fitment 0,51 (18) 0,11 (4) 1,19 (42) 2,04 (22) 1,42 (50)

Nine Built-in fitment with open shelf above 0,65 (23) 0,17 (6) 1,08 (38) 4,65 (50) 2,04 (72)

Hanging plus drawers and shelves plus 'dead' storage space
t For men in single rooms; men in double rooms have 0,95m' (331 cu ft)
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fitted, and at another shoe space is provided extending
under the inset drawers.
Top cupboards to these main units provide storage space at
the various schemes from 4 cu ft to 211 et* ft (0,1 lms to
0,61ma). At one scheme instead of a closed-in top cupboard
there is a large open space enabling a variety of awkward
shaped objects to he stowed there; at another there is
provision equal to four top cupboards of various shapes
and dimensions, three enclosed by one door and one by a
separate door 14.

Total enclosed dorap space
Other fitted cupboards and separate items of furniture also
provided enclosed storage space. Bedside tables with
drawer, shelf --.,r cupboard are provided in schemes six,
seven and eight. There are drawers under the divan bed
at scheme nine and there is also a separate chest. These
storage spaces, with any fitments in the wash basin com-
partments (but apart from storage space of the desk), when
added to that of the main storage unit, give enclosed
putting-down space for personsi possessions ranging from
12 sq ft to 50 sti ft (1,12m' to 4,65tni) in area, and a total
enclosed storage capacity from 18 cu ft to 72 cu ft (0,51m3
to 2.04m3).
Some of the storage is usually lockable.
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On shelving
Open shelves are provided for books and display of trophies,
ornaments and so on, and these are from 4Iin to 10in
(114mm to 254mm) wide, and from lft Bin to 18ft (320mm
to 5490mm) run. Window sills are not included in these
measurements, but there are useful sills the full width of
the study-bedrooms at two schemes. Open shelving may be
a floorstanding bookcase, an inset shelf in a wall, a shelf
under a long wide window sill, or one or more will hung
shelves.

Disks
There are one to eight drawers to a desk. The desk at scheme
three is easily the best in quality and size of those provided
and would suit well a middle range business executive,
while that at scheme nine has a filing cabinet and two
other drawers. By contrast the desks at schemes one and
five are poor in quality and small in surface area; they have
one small drawer only, and are not in keeping with the
quality of the fitments and other furniture in the rooms.

Pinboards
Surprisingly, pinboards were provided at schemes chive and
five only.
Whether it is reasonable to provide similar storage facilities,
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and to similar dimensions, in every scheme is a matter of
preference and judgment, but it seems at first look that
there is no common basis for provision at these Achemesi.
However the space available is not as unsystematic as at
first appears.

Ms sunny
The information obtained by the survey is at three levels:
(a) Response from group discussions with residents and
others at the nine sample schemes, with measurements and
observations.
(6) Response from questionnaires completed between July
1965 and November 1966 by residents at schemes one to
three and eight where only general questions were included
on the questionnaires, and at schemes four to seven and
nine where more specific questions were asked about storage.
Residents' response in completing questionnaires ranged
from 62 per cent at scheme three, to 96 and 100 per cent at
two of the three blocks of scheme seven. The average
response for the nine schemes was 80 per cent, and the total
number of completed questionnaires 1314.
(c) Information from group discussions, interviews and
visits covering a wide range of other schemes, and including
experience of other administrators, designers, student
representatives, and many individuals.
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Notes on the fins Mimes
Schemes one to three and eight are general hostels for young
people run by voluntary organisations, and schemes four to
seven and nine are hostels, halls and colleges for students
and a few academic staff run by governmental authorities.
Students comprise 77 per cent, 55 per cent, 26 per cent and
87 per cent of residents completing questionnaires at
schemes one to three and eight respectively.
Scheme one is a women's hostel catering for student nurses
on short courses as well as for student teachers and others
on full term courses and other long-stay residents. Many of
the students and other residents have homes within easy
travelling distance where spare clothes and other items can
be kept, but for a few the hostel is a more or less permanent
residence.
Scheme two is a men's hostel catering for apprentices,
trainees, technical., commercial and university students.
The hostel takes a proportion of men from overseas and has
some other long stay residents.
Scheme three is a hostel for young business and professional
men. The hostel has some long term residents and caters
also for some students.
Scheme four is a university men's hall of residence associated
with a college of science and technology.
Scheme five comprises three adjacent halls of residence for a
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former college of advanced technology now a university.
Scheme six comprises residential accommodation for men
and women students at a college of education. Many of these
students have homes within easy travelling distance of the
college. At the time of the station's study there mere no
students from overseas.
Scheme seven comprises the three blocks of a hostel for
student nurses and nurses. More money was available for
this scheme than is now customary, Many of the occupants
have homes within easy travelling distance but a proportion

come from long distances in the ux and there are some from

overseas.
Scheme eight is the annexe to scheme two.
Scheme nine is a college for young men, many used to living
in boarding-school, and for many senior overseas students.
The clients' influence on the storage provision at these
schemes has been strong. Only at schemes four, six, seven
and eight can it be said that decisions on storage provision
were made by architects. Clients' expenditure on furniture
items was thought by architects to be lavish, especially at

scheme nine.

Use of storage space
From observations at the nine sample schemes, and from
visits to other schemes, there is evidence that in the disposi-
tion of their effects, students and other young people are
highly adaptable. However, personality and circumstances
strongly affect attitudes to storage provision and use. For
residents who have homes within easy distance, and/or have

use of private transport, in general storage problems can be
overcome by not having too many possessions at the
hostel. For long stay residents, especially for those from
overseas, there may be difficulties to the point that work
and spare time activities are hampered.
In the main unit, and in other storage items, provision
designed for clothes storage may be used for many miscel-
laneous goods. Clothes hanging space may be used for a
variety of types of articles, eg for photographic or sports
equipment as well as for clothes hanging. either because the
clothes hanging capacity provides the appropriate enclosure
or because this is lockable. A small number of students with
shelf storage and no drawers in the main unit provided them-
selves with trays or boxes to give convenient handling and/or
full enclosure to small articles.
For clothes hanging, especially for jackets and top coats,
cupboard depths (measured internally) of less than lft 10in
(559mm) do not permit garments to hang conveniently on
well designed coat hangers on a rail. Where depths of less
than this are provided longer rail runs are required for the
same number and thickness of garments. For convenient
hanging a man's coat requires 6in (150mm) of rail run, and
space for up to four coats and jackets should be allowed plus
space for other items. For women with the short coats and
dresses currently fashionable, the main length for clothes
hanging is not critical at their schemes. Full length evening
dresses may need special provision. Often they can be
folded in a long drawer; if materials are crushable and can be
ironed, these are usually freshly ironed for special occasions.
Convenient space for nurses' and other uniforms, and to
avoid crushing collars, sleeves and shoulders of garments is

important.
Top cupboards are used for suitcases, sports gear, models
and drawings. For young people, reaching top cupboards in
rooms in these schemes is not a serious problem.
Other enclosed storage spaces are important, especially a
separately enclosed space for toilet and health necessities.
Most young people like to keep a small amount of food in
their rooms with essential crockery and utensils. Space either

enclosed or open for musical instruments, sports gear and
equipment for hobbies is also required.
Open shelving may be used to display treasures or as putting-
down space instead of a table. It may serve for trophies,
photographs. pictures. books, flowers, fruit, plants, models,
pieces of machinery and electrical or sports gear, food,
crockery, cutlery, needlework, cosmetic and other toilet
items.

User experience
User experience culled from the group discussions is sum-
marised below:
(a) A main built-in unit, full height from floor to ceiling,
with top space for a 'r. eekend suitcase should be provided;
this top space preferably should be lockable.
(b) At least one drawer, preferably lockable, Should be
provided within the main unit.
(c) Open shelving for books and display items should be wall
hung.
(d) Pinboards are popular.
(e) Other items are better as separate furniture.
The experience extracted from the questionnaires completed
by residents at the nine schemes supports and elaborates the
points resulting from the group discussions.
The survey did not reveal any strong desire for any more
built-in furniture than the main unit and some wa I! shelving
The survey has shown that, for an overall favourable
response, storage provision should satisfy the following
requirements:
(a) Certain specific aspects of the storage must be satis-
factory; for example. the depth of the cupboard for clothes
hanging, the height of any drawers, space for a bulky gar-
ment and for a :suitcase, and some lockable space.
(b) The main storage unit must arovide an efficient solution:
for example a built-in fitment.
(c) Other items of enclosed storage should augment provision
of the main unit so that the total amount of enclosed
storage is satisfactory to the individual resident..
(d) The open shelving should provide enough area for book
shelving and display needs, and also help to meet any
requirements outstanding from the enclosed storage provi-
sion, with any requirements outstanding from desk, table
and other putting-down places, to the satisfaction of the
resident. Open shelving is the easiest to provide.
Two of the schemes with the most enclosed storage (schemes
miry,. and nine) received the most favourable response from
re tents on general storage, drawers and cupboards, and
scheme nine also on open shelving. The college principal of

Ischeme nine had specified plenty of storage capacity; it
seems that his requirement has been emply met and the
response from the residents appears to endorse his assess-
ment of the importance of storage capacity. At scheme five,
the college principal had specified the best quality of main
storage unit, but the student response there was much less
favourable. This response is related to a'number of aspects
of the storage, including those put forward under (a) to (d)
above.
The residents' comments on their questionnaires stress
objection to waste of space as well as to inadequacy for
particular requirements. At schemes one and two, the
residents noted that the space above the separate wardrobes
could not be properly utilised. At scheme six the lack of a
top cupboard above the main fitment was frequently men-
tioned as space wasted. Also at scheme six the considerable
unusable space above the clothes hanging rail received much
unfavourable comment.
Comment showed appreciation of lft 10in (559mm) depth
of space for clothes hanging in the main unit, but adverse
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mention where depths are less than this.
Schemes seven, eight and nine are the only ones with both
drawers and shelves in a built-in fitment. The need for both
drawer and shelf space, and for appropriately sized spaces
for small and also for bulky articles, received frequent
mention.
The top cupboards at scheme five were specially appreciated,
but lack of these, as already noted, at scheme six made
difficulties for residents. Although some residents had diffi-
culties with reach, the advantages of top cupboards for use
by young people overweigh problems of reachmore
important to young people than ease of reach is the space
available in top cupboards. In fact, lack of enough space
for suitcases has led to the use of soft bags for weekend use;
kind these are not the best of containers for men's suits, nor
for dresses and jackets that need pressing rather than
ironing when crushed or creased.
Comments on the questionnaires show preference for wall
hung open shelves, and those most favoured are at schemes
six and nine with widths of 7-fin, and 8in and 10in (191mm
and 203mm and 254mm), and 14ft 6in and 9ft (4280mm
and 2740mm) runs respectively at these two schemes.
The success of floor units depends very much on the amount
of floor cleaning that is necessary and on the care with
which it is executed. At scheme seven the 4-iin (114mm)
wide wall inset shelf is disliked. At scheme five the response
shows a need for more open shelving for display as well as a
reflection of the lack of shelf space in the main unit. The
need at scheme five for more open shelving is also linked
with the small working area of the desk.

Discussion of the survey and other experience
It is the experience of this survey that students and other
young people in general expect a main storage unit, compris-
ing clothes hanging and putting-down space of drawers and
shelves, to be a built-in fitment making full use of the floor
to ceiling height in a study-bedroom. By contrast, only a few
individuals at the group discussions considered a built-in
desk desirable and rarely was a built-in bed desired other
than for short term use and special circumstances. A bed,
however, should be convenient for daytime use. (Most of the
university students at the group discussions knew about the
Henry Price building at Leeds University with its built-in
desk and set-in bed.) The discussions and comments on the
questionnaire showed that young people like to be able to
move desk and bed around to take advantage of seasonal
views, make best use of sunlight and of electric lighting
arrangements, and to have a change; and in particular to
make rooms different.
User needs on storage fitments and furniture require a loose
fit to take account of individual differences in requirements
kind circumstances. In general, schemes with the most
storage capacity receive the most favourable response from
residents; wasted space in fitments and rooms is strongly
criticised.
At most schemes more attention could have been given
the use of the space above, around and below the wash basin.
A shelf or, if costs permit, preferably a cupboard is desirable
for toilet requisites. This should be so sited that there is free
movement for face washing at the basin. Use of the space
above the wash basin to drip-dry clothes up to the size and
weight of two or three men's shirts at a time should be
arranged. The basin can be fitted on either side with work
surfaces that can serve both as putting-down places and,
like draining boards, prevent drips going onto the floor.
Below the wash basin and its work surfaces a bin or com-
partment for dirty clothes is needed, and putting-down
space free from water drips for muddy shoes and other wet

or dirty gear. The finish to the wall and other surfaces
around this area should obviously stand up to water splash-
ing. A towel rail is also essential.
The Ministry of Housing and Local Government in its
Design Bulletin Space in the home2 from manufacturers'
typical examples gives lft 10in (559mm) as the external
depth for a wardrobe and 2ft, 3ft and 4ft (610mm, 910mm
and 1220mm) as typical widths. It also gives lft 10in
(559mm) as the width or depth to be allowed for a coat
hanger in use. It is the experience of this study that the
figure of Ift 10in (559mm) should be recommended as the
internal depth as more recently recommended by the
Ministry in Housing Circular 36/673.
With lft 10in (559mm) depth, the station's survey shows a
rail run of 2ft 6in (762mm) as a minimum for clothes hanging.
Taylor4 in his survey found 2ft 6in (762mm) adequate for
men for clothes hanging. Since the clothes hanging space
is used also for other items, a 3ft (914mm) run is recom-
mended here.
Possibly because of cost, Student residences makes no recom-
mendation on drawers in the main storage unit. One drawer
with at least 6in (152mm) height is desirable, preferably
lockable. Where up to four drawers are provided these are
appreciated, and where a wide drawer of this height is
available.
On shelf width within the main built-in fitment the findings
of this survey support lft 6in (457mm) with 7in to 8in
(179mm to 203mm) clear between the shelves.
Taylor4 found 30 sq ft (2.79m2) of shelf space of all types to
be adequate; this included flat storage space on cupboard
floors, but not cabinets and shelves over wash basins, and
not book and open display shelving. This area is met only at
schemes seven and nine, but user experience from these and

Table it Storage requirements

Enclosed storage Schemes with the
requirements

(a) Built-in fitment as main unit (modern, economical
in production, space saving, expected)
(b) Utilisation of full height from floor to ceiling by
the built-in fitment (otherwise space is wasted)
(c) Internal depth of clothes hanging space 1ft 10in
(559mm) (to take jackets and coats)
(d) Rail run 3ft (91 mm) (part long length, part
reduced lengththis hanging space is used for
other items as well as clothes)
(e) Inner drawer in main unit (preferably lockable)
(f) Two shelves in main unit, width 1 ft 6in (457mm)
7in to 8in (178mm to 203mm) clear between the
shelves (easy access, necessary for bulky items)
(g) Four compartments in the main unit apart from
clothes hanging space and top cupboard space (if
one or more of these are drawers, internal height
6in (152:nm), if shelves then as (f))
(h) Top cupboard with space for a suitcase
(preferably lockable)
(i) Other items of enclosed storage as fitments or
separate furniture, so that in all, there is a total area
of enclosed storage 32sq ft (2,97 m2)
(j) Ratio of area to volume including both shelf and
drawer provision as well as clothes hanging enclosed
storage from 1 :1,4 to 1 :1,7
(k) Volume of enclosed storage 50cu ft (1,42m3)
Other requirements
(1) Open-shelving width 7in to £n
(178mm to 203mm), minimum run 9ft (2,74m)
(preferably wall hanging ; up to 14ft (4,27m) if the
total of fittings and furniture is low on 'putting-
down' surfaces)
(m) Pinboard
(n) Lockable storage or some other acceptable
arrangement for security of valuable articles

Three to nine

Five, seven to r ine

One, three, five, six,
eight, nine
Six, seven

Five, seven, eight, nine
Seven

Two, four, six, eight,
nine

One, three to five,
seven to nine
Seven, nine

One, four, five, seven,
nine

Eight, nine

Four, six, eight

Three, five
All schemes
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the other sample schemes suggests 32 sq ft (2,97m2) as a
general recommendation for enclosed storage, excluding desk
storage.
Shelving for books and so on is preferred as a wall fitting.
Taylor* found from 13ft to 15ft (3960mm to 4570mm) run
of book shelving adequate. This survey suggests shelving
7in to Bin (178mm to 203mm) wide and 9ft (2 740mm) as a
minimum run, with preferably up to 14ft (4270mm), some
of which should be wider than Bin (203mm). The heights of
shelving at these schemes are not critical, mainly because
some clear headroom space is available at all schemes.
However, adequate clearance should be arranged.
It is possible to take the experience from this survey sup-
ported as appropriate by other experiences and recom-
mendations to devise an outline brief for designers.4, 5, fir 7

This is given in table u in association with the provision at
the nine schemes.
The scores for each scheme from the storage requirements
listed in table H are shown in table In. The table also shows
the residents' response on general storage for schemes four
to seven and nine, and the rank order of response from
schemes one to three and eight to a general question about
storage. Where the residents' response on drawers, cup-
boards and open shelving showed 70 per cent or more
responding favourably, the general storage percentage
figures in table In are asterisked.

Table III Storage provision and residents' response

Schemes (showing
No of oompleted
questionnaires)

Storage provision Residents'
(Scheme score response
from table II out (percentage)
of fourteen items)

Rank
order

One
(48 women)
Two
(98 men)
Six
(319 men and women)
Three
(59 men)
Five
(419 men)
(three halls)
Four
(145 men)
Eight
(63 men)
Seven
(77 women)
Nine
(86 men)

4 4

2 3

6 47

5 2

8 67

6 71

9

9

10

77
83

1

Tables u and III together show priorities in storage provision

to be:
(n) lockable storage or other acceptable arrangement for the
security of valuables;
(a) built-in fitment as main unit;
(h) top-space for a suitcase;
(b) utilisation of full height from floor to ceiling;
(ilk) space (area/capacity).
These items are common to schemes nine, eight and seven,
and (a) (h) (b) provide the vertical dimension for a storage

unit.
After these priorities next should come:
(c) internal depth of clothes hanging space lft 10in (559mm).
This item is common to schemes nine and eight, and provides

the second dimensionstorage depth for clothes hanging.
The third dimensionwidthis flexible, but a minimum of
3ft (914mm) (d) provided in scheme seven seems reasonable.
At any scheme there may be 10 per cent to 15 per cent of

residents with special storage requirements. Where demands

on storage are high because of work requirements as with

nurses, and teachers of certain subjects, and, if money is also

tight, as at scheme six, special problems are posed for
designers. It will be interesting to see what designers produce
from the brief shown in table II according to the cost limits
under which they may have to operate.
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